NOVEMBER KGNU BOARD OF DIRECTORS ANNUAL MEETING MINUTES
KGNU Board of Directors ANNUAL Meeting
November 12, 2018
KGNU Boulder Studios
4700 Walnut Street, Boulder, CO 80301
Board members attending
Risë Keller - Chair
Barbara Stern - Vice Chair
Jeannie Brisson - Treasurer
Liz Lane - Secretary
Roz Brown
Rebekah Hartman
Elena Klaver
Sanford Baran
Tim Russo (aka Timo) - ex officio
Absent: Carl Armon
Public attending
Joy Barrett
Mary Neff
George Codding
Nile Southern
Guy Errickson
Leslie Lomas

Staff Attending
Maeve Conran
Indra Raj
Dave Ashton
George Figgs
Sarah Shirazi
Evan Perkins
Sean
Verity Matthews

Meeting called to order: 6:05 pm
Opening Remarks from Board Chair Rise Keller on the events of 2018 and the observance of
KGNU’s 40th birthday.
Opening Remarks from Station Manager Tim Russo on the highlights of 2018, as well as
comments on the further corporate consolidation of media and outright loss of local media in
cities and towns (1300) around the country; and the opportunity for public radio to fill that void.
Approval of September and October meeting minutes

Public comment
None
STAFF REPORTS, See Appendix A
Maeve Conran, News Director
Dave Ashton, Denver Program Manager
Indra Raj, Music Director
Sarah Shirazi, Community Development Director
Sean Makau, Promotions Coordinator
George Figgs, Digital Content Manager
Verity Matthews, Membership Coordinator
Evan Perkins, Operations Director
Standing Committee Reports See Appendix B
● NomCom - Joy
● Budget - Jeannie
● Program- Rebekah
Ad Hoc Committee Reports - See Appendix C
● Strategy - Sanford
● Events - Risë
● Development - Barbara
● 40th Anniversary- Roz
● Capital Expansion - Liz
Board action: Motions Introduced to Reauthorize Ad Hoc Committees and Chairs:
● Strategy - Sanford Baran
● Events - Meredith Carson
● Development - Barbara Stern
● Capital Expansion - Tim Russo
All motions regarding the reauthorizations of these ad hoc committees were adopted
unanimously.

Board Action: Vote on 2019 Board Officer slate - Nile/NomCom
Nile Southern moved to approve the following slate of Officers to serve a twelve (12)
month term:
Risë Keller, Chair
Barbara Stern, Vice Chair
Carl Armon, Treasurer
Liz Lane, Secretary
The motion passed unanimously
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 9:40

Appendix A:
Staff Reports

News Director Maeve Conran
Election Coverage

We hosted several debates and candidate profiles ahead of the primaries in June.
For the November elections we hosted several debates with candidates in different races.
● Boulder County Commissioner Candidate Debate
● Colorado’s Second Congressional District Debate
● Attorney General Candidate Debate
● House District 12 Debate
● We broadcast a portion of a debate with CD 4 candidates (courtesy of Longmont
Observer) offering the entire debate on our website.
We also hosted debates on statewide ballot measures:
● Prop 112 (increased oil and gas setbacks)
● Prop 109 and Prop 110 (competing transportation measures)
● Coverage and analysis of other statewide ballot issues include: Amendments 74, 73, A, Y
&Z
● Coverage of local Boulder measures include news stories and interviews on: sugary
drink tax revenue (2D), electronic petitions (2G.)

Independent Media Collaborations

In September we launched The Indycator, a weekly podcast looking at Colorado’s 2018
governor’s race in collaboration with the staff of The Colorado Independent, a nonprofit digital
newsroom. We broadcast it Thursday afternoons 3-3.30pm.
It is available on all podcast platforms, at the Colorado Independent website. It is also broadcast
on KDNK (Carbondale.) This half-hour weekly collaboration was focused on the November 2018
election but KGNU and the Colorado Independent are using it as a test-run for future regular
programing on state politics.

Changes in News Coverage
KGNU has discontinued our participation in the RMCR Capitol Coverage project. In July Bente
Birkeland, who has been the CapCov reporter since 2005, left the position for a job at CPR.
KUNC has hired a new CapCov reporter, but we decided not to continue broadcasting their
reports as we feel there has been a trend to more mainstream coverage of the legislature,
coming from more of an NPR perspective, which doesn’t align with our mission. We will explore
other possible collaborations (Colorado Independent) for the 2019 legislative session.

Interns
In the spring semester we had an intern through the INVST program at CU Boulder; 2 journalism
students from CU Boulder.

From January to August Rossana Longo Better, a student at CU, who was the KGNU/League of
Women Voters Boulder County, public policy/media intern. This is a new internship has been
created between KGNU and the League of Women Voters of Boulder County. For KGNU she is
working on radio stories that align with the work being done by LWVBC. e.g. she has already
produced reports on money in politics, health disparities in the Latino community in Boulder
and is working on a report on engaging young voters. Rossana has completed this internship
and KGNU and LWVBC are looking for other candidates who would like to become a public
policy/media intern with both organizations.
We had 2 college interns during the summer; Lucy Soucek and Nora Tomas. As a result of her
experience at KGNU, Lucy was recently hired as a news reporter at Maine Public radio.
“I started working with KGNU knowing nothing about radio journalism. But after my time here,
I’ve learned how to run a soundboard, how to speak on air, how to produce news segments, and
how to teach and inspire young students to make their own audio material. But the most
valuable lesson I’ve learned at KGNU can’t be measured quantitatively. It’s seeing how this
community works together to produce content that they are all proud of, to create a news
source that is independent, to foster a mutually supportive environment where anyone and
everyone is welcome. As a young radio professional, learning how to foster that sense of
community is invaluable. I can’t thank the KGNU community enough for teaching me that it’s
not necessarily about how much you create, it’s about how you create it and who you create it
with.” -- Lucy Soucek
We currently have one intern through the CU Boulder INVST program and one high-school
intern from Fairview High. In addition, starting in November, we have an intern through
Workforce Boulder County (being paid for 20 hours a week by WBC), who is helping create
news digital content, and do promos for news shows.

Connecting the Drops

We were able to get additional funding from the Colorado Foundation for Water Education to
continue our Connecting the Drops series which have included features on statewide water
issues that are made available to all RMCR stations.

Zero Waste
KGNU received a grant from Boulder County for zero waste news coverage throughout 2018
that we partnered with Eco-Cycle to produce.
The series features regular 4 min commentaries (in spanish and english) on recycling/zero
waste tips, as well as news features and quarterly call in shows on recycling and zero waste
issues. It will culminate in a town hall meeting in January 2019.

Forging Community Partnerships

We have several ongoing partnerships with CU Boulder:
● The Brink: a radio storytelling project about what is needed to transition to a more just
environment and society. From homelessness to toxic contamination, fracking to

●

●
●

●

immigration, The Brink tells stories of inequality, struggle, and transformation. The word
“brink” has dual meaning: that which exists at the margins and a critical turning point.
The Brink is a project of Assistant Professor David Ciplet’s graduate course Power,
Justice and Climate Change in the Environmental Studies Program at CU Boulder, in
partnership with KGNU and the Just Transition Collaborative. KGNU provides training
and support for the students as they produced their pieces, which were ultimately
broadcast on KGNU during the summer. The stories produced during the fall 2018
session will be broadcast on KGNU in December. Another program will begin in January
2019 with a different batch of students. Professor Ciplet was able to secure funding for
this project to pay KGNU.
A M P L I F Y: Stories of University-Community Partnerships is a production by the
Engage program at the University of Colorado in Boulder in partnership with KGNU on
the fourth Wednesday of every month at 9:00AM. The show aims to amplify the voices
of students who are working in the community and share them with the wider listening
audience. The first show broadcast in October featured DACA students at CU Boulder.
Sacred Lines: This is a quarterly 29-minute show produced by graduate students at CU’s
Center for Media, Religion and Culture.
Radio Bookclub: We are continuing with our partnership with the Boulder Bookstore in
our monthly radio bookclub. The book of the month is advertised at the bookstore with
a KGNU sign advising people when they can listen to the show. This year we recorded an
episode of the bookclub in front of a live audience in April, as part of Independent
Bookstore day (the last Saturday in April.) That event was also a celebration for the
bookstore being selected as Best Bookstore of the year by Publisher’s Weekly.
Colorado Co-operative Study Circle: The Co-op Power Hour is a monthly production of
the Colorado Co-operative Study Circle. It airs on the fourth Thursday of every month at
6pm on It’s the Economy.

Awards
KGNU won two national PRNDI awards in 2018
Public Radio News Directors, Inc., or PRNDI, recognized KGNU for two news programs.
● The Ripple Effect of Suicide came second in the Best Call-in Show Category among small
newsrooms and Afterhours at the Radio Bookclub: Alexandra Fullercame second in the
Best Podcast Category among small newsrooms.
● The radio bookclub is a collaboration between KGNU and the Boulder Bookstore and is
broadcast on the 4th Thursday of every month at 9am. Afterhours at the Radio Bookclub
is a podcast only show featuring extended interviews with authors featured in the Radio
Bookclub.
Expanding our Digital News Presence/Podcasts

The news department continues to look for ways to expand our digital presence. Our new
Workforce Boulder County intern is helping create webposts for news stories broadcast during
the Morning Magazine to appear on news.kgnu.org. Having help in this area is crucial as it is

taking up more and more time to create good web news posts that can be shared on social
media.
In September 2018 we began offering the Morning Magazine as a podcast. Our goal is to have
that available by 10am every morning.
“Thank you for the new Morning Magazine podcast. Very nice touch and very useful for those
who are distracted or half asleep when it comes around the first time.” -- Bob Wells (Listener
Member)
Other KGNU podcasts:
● After Hours at the Radio Bookclub (this is only available as a podcast, it is not broadcast
on KGNU)
● The Radio Bookclub
● Pasa la Voz
● How on Earth
● Co-op Power Hour

40th Anniversary News Programing
The 3rd and 5th Monday of the month from 8.35-9am (A Public Affair) has been devoted to the
40th anniversary, “40 Years of Making Waves”. Each month has a different theme and features
archival footage of KGNU’s coverage from years gone by. It is produced by a collective of
volunteers with Liz Lane at the helm.

2018 Goals

The News Department will continue to look for opportunities to collaborate with different
community groups and other independent media organizations in our efforts to cover the
news, particularly with changes in our Capitol Coverage.
We will continue to look for opportunities to harness the talents and energies of the volunteers
and interns. Some of the challenges that lie ahead include staff capacity.
We will continue to work on expanding our digital presence through web posts of our news
stories as well as our podcasts. A major focus will be promotion of our news website and
podcasts.
There is a real need for additional news staffing, particularly in Denver. We get a lot of requests
from journalism students from Denver to intern, but they need to do it at the Denver studio.

Current staff capacity and studio capacity have limited our opportunities to work with Denver
news interns.
Increased corporate consolidation of news outlets in Colorado shows a real need for local,
independent news coverage. The loss of local journalism through Denver Post and Daily Camera
layoffs creates opportunities for KGNU.

Annual Report 2018
Dave Ashton-- Denver Program Manager
Review of Goals 2018:
We started 2018 with a packed house for Sunday Night Live: New Years Eve live remote broadcast from
the Goosetown Tavern, a six hour broadcast of Eclipse, Dub Palace, and part of Sleepless Nights.
One primary 2018 goal was to revive KGNU’s Dining On Air fundraiser, which was a feat of teamwork. I
coordinated with staff, on-air programmers, and party hosts to create a DOA to remember. Importantly
it was the most inclusive DOA in KGNU’s history because we hosted a vegetarian “Community Meal” at
our Denver HQ, hosted and facilitated by our beloved Metro and Sleepless host Beverly Grant.
Another stated goal was to bring in more intern help. Happily we have had an uninterrupted series of
student interns in Denver since January 2018, far surpassing previous years, details below. Generally
this kept me in the office more than usual, which was beneficial to my other goals of providing varied
institutional support for the heavy and growing group of KGNU Denver DJs and their efforts. However I
didn’t get to go out much, either in street/business outreach or the night life/shows- both parts of
community presence we need to keep up.
The one goal stated (sort of impromptu) for 2018 I did not achieve was to collaborate with a muralist to
put a KGNU+ Community Media painting piece along the back half of the building at 700 Kalamath St. It
would be good to revisit this in the spring, and actually give it a go.
Denver Departmental Highlights/Achievements
Bright spots for 2018 have included fundraising success’ like Dining On Air’s resurrection -bringing in
nearly $10,000- plus our Record and CD Sale exceeding $9,000 in profit for the first time in the four
years I have organized it. Also during the Fall Fund Drive I stepped up to pitching on-air on ten shows,
ranking third among staff following our Music and News Directors. Most all made or exceeded their
stated goals.
We stuck out the transition period of the Combined Federal Campaign, wherein the workplace giving
program for federal employees underwent a changeover from digital to paper forms, and introduced an
up-front fee to participating charities accustomed to paying a percentage. The result nationally was a
decrease from 26,000 participating charities to just 8,000. Tough for many, but more room for KGNU to
operate outreach events, we’ve had increased invitations to CFC Fairs.
Generally Denver enjoyed a more robust summer season of outreach in 2018 with KGNU’s return to The
People’s Fair and our sponsorship of Reggae On The Grass 7/29 at Denver’s Levitt Pavillion. This
brainchild of KGNU’s DJ Bloodpreshah brought over 5,000 people to the Levitt Pavilion in Denver’s Ruby
Hill Park, setting a record for most well attended free community show in their three years of operation.
It was also our first year participating in City Park Jazz Festival, where we fielded 18 volunteers to pass
the buckets in the crowd and raised over $2000 for the non-profit organizers on our chosen Sunday. I
was courted by CPJF to join their BOD but could not commit to attending all their summer Sunday
concerts in City Park….

… because in May KGNU celebrated one full year of our monthly “Sunday Night Live” remote broadcasts
of Eclipse and Dub Palace from the Goosetown Tavern. Highlights have been the aforementioned New
Year’s Eve 40th Anniversary kickoff, hosting DJ Midori from Paris France, plus the October concert
performance of Denver’s popular Hip Hop trio Fed Rez.
Our party celebrating 14 years on 1390am stood out as the best First Friday event KGNU has ever
thrown at 700 Kalamath St., according to our other partners at Denver Open Media. With delightful
food including tremendous Ethiopian platters from Ras Kassas, a co-broadcast on Blues Legacy and DOM
of unhinged young blues group Wild Love Tigress, and our Record and CD Sale ticking along, we
gathered a fun and engaged crowd.
It has been a major highlight of 2018 to have dependable and productive interns in Denver. It enabled
us to produce more Metro TV episodes on Denver Open Media than any year previous. It helped us
organize the tidal wave of CD donations into a sensible, shopper friendly “CD Room” upstairs for our
Record and CD Sale, soon to be rechristened “The Gnu Lounge and Library” for volunteers to hang
sociably and browse my free book library I’ve built over the years plus a big wall of CDs with a listening
station.
At the request of the Station Manager the Denver Action Group worked on a plan to target promotions
for the small footprint of KGNU’s new Denver signal 99.1fm. DAG also took the lead distributing KGNU
Radio Magazines, which contained three Volunteer Spotlights I was proud of writing.
One earned achievement this year was several young outside press people taking an interest in my work
in Denver resulting in a series of interviews published online and on podcasts. While not fact-checked
solid, it felt good to get some coverage of the efforts of KGNU’s Denver branch, as several other larger
press outlets erroneously identified us as Boulder’s “sister station in Denver” and generally glossed over
our presence and contributions within their 40th Anniversary coverage. Here’s the link to 303
Magazine’s piece: https://303magazine.com/2018/09/kgnu-community-radio/
Faces of Denver’s piece: https://ondenver.com/faces-of-denver-dave-ashton/
Denver Stats/Numbers in Core areas
Student interns in Denver 2018: 6 (counts two semesters from one superstar—UCD Senior Astin Lopez).
Also hosted three dozen DPS students for Creative Careers Day Nov 12th.
New Denver Volunteer Orientation Attendees: 55
Trained in Denver Studio: 49 (!!!!) But of these gnubies only Blake Britton and Chris Bjork made it past
the demo stage and onto Sleepless Nights in 2018. Also includes Boulder DJs training to use Denver
studio. None of the new folks proclaiming interest in News/Public Affairs have produced any content.
But in terms of basic community media literacy this is impactful.
Attended Outreach Trainings in Denver: 18
Remote Broadcasts in Denver: 12 (Sunday Night Live Eclipse+ Dub Palaces)

Denver Program Managed Community Outreach Events: 22 festivals, shows, campus events and film
screenings plus 12 KGNU Sunday Night Live shows, 8 First Friday at DOM, and 6 Community Shares
workplace events.
Denver Challenges
In 2018 the challenges were less putting out fires and more managing crises. When Bev Grant hosted
Dining On Air, who could have known that within ten weeks her gentle giant, teenage son Reese would
be randomly, brutally murdered? In response to this tragedy I took the lead for KGNU’s
communications and fundraising support for Bev. This came right on the heels of a very difficult
departure of a longtime Denver volunteer, the person I saw the most here at 700 Kalamath St.
Also in May we received our first death-threat voicemail on the Denver Office line—hard not to take
personally as sole staff lead. The evening before I left on vacation in August my rear windshield was
smashed out in our parking lot, thus I had to file a police report. It was challenging that with all 2018
efforts going toward 40th Anniversary activities the DAG plan to promote 99.1fm was shelved, to be
revisited in 2019. We incidentally had a challenge with a bad wifi hotspot sabotaging the sound of one
of our live remotes. Our final obstacle here at 700 Kalamath St. was the October announcement of the
City and County of Denver not renewing the cable access contract for Denver Open Media. This
instigated much outcry, hand wringing, community organizing, letter writing, and speculation about the
future of Community Media in Denver, not to mention KGNU’s future stability at our Denver home.
Opportunities for Professional development
Between having 49 new Denver Studio trainees playing around with Open Studio time and the
obligation to keep my eyes on interns throughout 2018, I was stuck in the office. The only professional
development I did was fulfill my Treasurer’s duties by attending Rocky Mountain Community Radio’s
annual conference at KDUR in Durango, and attending obligatory trainings for CFC Combined Giving
Campaign. I also attended a Poysner Journalism Center webinar on identifying Fake News.
Initial High Level Goals for FY2019 broken down into Quarterly
The first goal is an upgrade to our Denver studio in the form of a digital DJ mixer, to minimize the
constant unplugging and replugging of our Rane 56 between the turntables. This will allow laptop
turntable DJs to plug right in, along with vinyl spinners. We have negotiated to buy a used digital Rane
62 mixer from our ASA DJ Erin Stereo, who will also create a user’s trouble shooting guide and hold a
series of classes about the new mixer. An important step in celebrating the art and culture of the DJ as
it evolves.
Winter 2019 I intend to kick off the campaign with Denver Action Group to get the word out in South
Denver and south suburbs about KGNU’s new 99.1fm signal. Targeted marketing to brick-and-mortar
operations like coffee shops, restaurants, and community assets like libraries will be coordinated using a
Google Maps tool to get all around where 99.1fm can be heard. The epicenter of culture under KGNU’s
new FM signal is Denver University, where there are multiple opportunities to engage with different
departments, perhaps on a live remote broadcast of Metro. An already established partnership on DU
campus will be KGNU’s broadcast of the live radio drama series Destination Freedom, directed by Metro
host donnie betts, at the Newman Center for the Performing Arts starting in March. I look forward to
engineering and coordinating with donnie for the broadcast series.

In spring I hope to keep the momentum of Dining On Air going for another house party fundraiser in
May. For the summer we will get some much needed outreach upgrades in the form of roll up banners
and tents, and continue the forward progress of general Denver outreach as well. I have a goal to find a
funding source for our Summer Internship 2019, as we may not be able to receive the same money from
DPS as we have in the last two years.
I hope to engage the talents of some new volunteers in graphic design and layout throughout the year,
and increase participation in the Denver Action Group, which now has five members. Not having plans
for another full year of supervising student interns at the office, I am eager to get out into the field more
in 2019, and recover more weekday time from weekends worked.

Annual Meeting Report - 2018
Music Department
Written by Indra Raj
Goals specified in FY2017 Report
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Adding new AfterFM shows
Adding new content to
Overnight/Autopilot and AfterFM
playlists
More Regular Collective Meetings
Establishing more clear expectations
with the Arise Music Festival
Pushing more people to AfterFM
Send out Annual Survey
More focused work with Interns

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Develop Volunteer Agreements
Create and implement working
digital library
Possible move to Spinitron
Create a guide for remotes
Using archives for 40th Anniversary
programming
Social media boost
Process for bringing on new DJs

Music Department Highlights from FY2018
AfterFM Exclusive Shows
We have successfully added six new AfterFM exclusive shows to our AfterFM stream, including
Ladies First, Psychedelic Soup, The Charles, Hangin’ & Sangin’, KGNU Presents, and Elk
Bugles. I also changed the names of some of the AfterFM playlists that run, to make them more
like “shows” in the overall schedule. Moreover, I have developed a system to regularly input new
music into the Overnight/Autopilot streams, as well as the AfterFM playlists that play on the
stream several times throughout the week. In 2018, 1,779+ songs (approximately 7 days worth
of music) were added to the Overnight/Autopilot and AfterFM Playlists.
KGNU Music Library
In 2018, 1578 CDs have been entered in the Gnu Bin as of November 1, 2018. Of these
additions, 303 were digital submissions (about 20%). This is the breakdown of Gnu Adds by
genre this year:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Bluegrass: 71
Blues: 131
Cajun: 2
Celtic: 22
Classical: 44
Country: 44
Folk: 135
Gospel: 11

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Hip-Hop: 29
International: 127
Jazz: 239
Modern: 65
R&B: 65
Reggae: 53
Rock: 452
Electronic: 87

One major triumph this year has been getting the KGNU vinyl library organized. Thanks to Joe
Mattis and Laurie Stephenson, our vinyl library looks better than ever and is much more user
friendly that it was in the past.
Show Collectives
Of the 29 music show collectives that reasonably could have meetings as a group, 14 of them
have met since this initiative began in June 2017. I am trying to meet at least once with all of
them before scheduling repeat meetings with others. Outside of these formal meetings, we did
have a successful Music Department BBQ in June at my house, which I think was an important
informal opportunity for DJs and music volunteers to get to know each other and build some
community.
Interns/Volunteers
In 2018, we have had four music department interns. Links with the New Vista Community
Experience Program and the Workforce Boulder have been fruitful for getting good interns.
There have been 23 active volunteers in the music department “behind the scenes” in 2018.
These volunteers have helped with various tasks, including CD digitization, KGNU library
management (CD input, organization, etc.), and calendar promo creation.
Digital Library
The Digital Library project started in January of this year and has been ongoing ever since. I
have successfully implemented a process for volunteers to easily come into the station at their
convenience and rip CDs for the digital library. We have had 10 people trained on digitizing
albums for the station, and 6 of those people are currently actively working on the project. I’ve
also worked with Michael Buck to have him rip any new additions to the KGNU library
automatically into our digital library system. TO date, we have digitized 2345+ discs into the
KGNU Digital Library (about 740GB worth). Evan and I also worked with a volunteer named
Adam Clayton who has helped us put together a RAID backup system for the library, which is
working well. The next step will be actually implementing a playout system in the Boulder and
Denver studio, which I am hoping to focus on more in November/December.
DJ Training Process
48 participants have taken the Radio Training Class in Boulder as of November 1st as
compared to 59 participants in 2017, though we will likely catch up to that number or surpass it
by the end of 2018. 49 participants have taken the Radio Training Class in Denver as of
November 1st, compared to 50+ in 2017. Overall, the process for signing up DJs and keep track
of their progress has been very smooth. Joel, Dave, and I stay in regular touch about how new
DJs and progressing and how we can get them involved in the schedule. In 2018, we have had
approximately 15 new DJs actually participate in on-air activities, approximately 5 of which
broadcast out of the Denver studio.

DJs
In 2018, we have had 147 active DJs, 42 of which broadcast out of the Denver studio. 35 of
these DJs are female, which is under 25%.
Youth Participation (25 and under)
This year, we have had 8 youth volunteers involved in the Music Department, and at least three
live studio sessions that feature youth.
Studio Sessions
In 2018, we have had at least 70 live studio sessions outside of our regular Kabaret
programming. At least 25 of these were local musicians. We have had at least 44 on-air
interviews with artists as well. These numbers are probably lower than actual numbers, as some
on-air interviews and studio sessions never get reported to me.
On-Air Calendar Spots
This year, I have worked with a few volunteers to implement weekday on-air calendar spots for
the KGNU Presents, Concert, and Arts calendars, to be played primarily during the MSA and
ASA each day. Production for these has streamlined itself, and is going well with George and
David Codding as the main producers for these. I hope to include a Blues Concert Calendar and
a Blues Jam Calendar spot to this list, and have my intern working on it right now. Creation for
these is a good way to get new interns involved in simple on-air production.
Fund Drive Specials
In 2018, we had 38 music specials combined between our Spring and Fall Fund Drives. Fund
Drive Music Specials have gotten increasingly focused and interesting to listeners, according to
anecdotal feedback we have received from people who call in during drives.

Challenges from FY2018
Engagement with AfterFM
Overall, listener engagement with AfterFM is low, with the exception of any of our bluegrass
programming (Old Grass Gnu Grass and RockyGrass stream). On weekdays, AfterFM
listenership tends to peak at 20 listeners. Efforts to bring this number up by introducing new
programming and refreshing existing programming doesn’t seem to have helped that much with
our numbers, but promotion for this programming has been admittedly light, so I hope to do
more of this in 2019.
Volunteer Agreements
It has been difficult to carve out the appropriate amount of time to get a new volunteer handbook
and agreement finalized and implemented. Though I am not spearheading this project, I
regularly wish I had this tool available to me, particularly as I bring on new DJs and volunteers.

There are challenges surrounding the actual implementation of getting all these signed, and
then making sure DJs and volunteers are up-to-date with them as well.
Collective Meetings
Of the 29 music show collectives that can/should meet regularly, only 14 have met since I
started trying to organize meetings in June 2017. It is difficult to find times that work for
everyone in any given collective, and I generally do not have a lot of time to plan these. It is
helpful when show captains can take the initiative on scheduling these events, which does
happen occasionally.

Opportunities for Professional Development in FY2019
Non-Comm Convention
In 2019, I hope to attend the Non-Comm Convention in May in Philadelphia, which brings
together public (non-commercial) music radio programmers, music industry representatives, and
music media from across the US. It’s a good opportunity to meet other music industry people,
especially those from other public and community stations.
NFCB
There is an NFCB Conference in San Diego, June 28-30, 2018, and I plan to attend, as I did
find the one in Denver in 2017 to be useful. It helped formulate a lot of ideas for programming
that I’ve implemented since then, including the digital music library.
Podcasting workshops for music programming
I have increasingly been thinking about ways that KGNU might be able to enter the podcasting
sphere through it’s music programming. There are challenges around this, given copyright
issues, but I am curious to learn more from other stations who have ventured into this sphere
and hope to identify and attend classes/conferences that address this.

Initial High-Level Goals for FY2019
Most of the my high-level goals for the Music Department in 2019 apply to the entire year.
Quarterly goals are specified below. 2019 goals include:
●
●
●
●

Identify more volunteers to help out with music department features in the KGNU Radio
Magazine (Q1)
Increased on-air promotion of AfterFM
Implementation and refinement of working digital library in both Boulder and Denver
studios
Creation of more youth engagement opportunities, both as volunteers and live studio
sessions.

●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Creation of KGNU Music Podcasts - possibly something centered around live studio
sessions and interviews, and/or something pertaining to RockyGrass archives.
Increased and new/exciting content on AfterFM that will promote engagement with the
site, including transcribed interviews with artists on the site, top music lists, etc.
Consistent stream of music interns - hoping to utilize New Vista CE and Workforce
Boulder to have consistent intern support throughout the year (tends to quiet down in
summer).
Meet with all show collectives by the end of 2019
Guest musician agreements - can be useful for potential podcast creation as well.
Comrad 2.0?!
Offer focused workshops for DJs throughout the year, including:
○ Segues
○ Interviews with Artists
○ Audio Editing and Production
○ Comrad 101
○ Studio Basics Refresher
○ Show Promotion
○ Back-announcing tips

Summary
Overall, FY2018 was a successful year, and I was able to start or begin work on many of the
goals I had for the Music Department last year. Through creating many new systems and
adapting older ones, I believe there is more consistency across the department. This allows DJs
and music volunteers to have a better idea of what they can expect from the department and
from me. Moreover, it has allowed me to focus on new projects, as basic everyday operations of
the department are more codified. Going into FY2019, I look forward to finding more ways for
DJs to engage and learn, especially by introducing specialized workshops throughout the year. I
think this will greatly help strengthen our DJ community, both behind the boards and for our
listeners.

Annual Development Report: FY 17-18
Sarah Shirazi
Community Development Director

Objectives /Strategic Goal /Core Areas
 My objective as Development Director is to provide overall direction, coordination, and
implementation of the organization’s fundraising operations. In this role I am responsible for
supervising staff, consultants, and volunteers to achieve fundraising campaign goals.
 Our strategic goal is to create a diverse and sustainable revenue model that predictably increases
contributed and earned revenue for the station supported by solid systems and human resources
plans.
 Core areas of focus include: Membership, Major Donors, Planned Giving, Organizational
Memberships, General Business Development, Underwriting program, Grants/Foundations, In-kind
donation tracking and trade management, Special Events, Planned Giving, Community Print
Partnerships, Annual Magazine, Marketing and Communications.
Successes! FY 2017-2018

Making Waves
Event/ 40th
Anniversary
Events

Spearheaded
Communitcations
Working Group

End of Year
Fundraising

KGNU 40th
Anniversary
Magazine

Membership
 Major Donors- $1,000 and above
o Goal $35,000
o Actual $26,2oo
o Leveraged Making Waves: 40th Anniversary Celebration as way to bring in major donors and
raise support for capital campaign kickoff efforts.
o Organized Challenge Grants for Fall and Spring Fund Drives
Year
2015
2016
2017
2018

Fall – Cycle Snapshot
$29,110
$35,425
$43,365
$37,515

o Organizational Memberships- positive growth, approx. $2,100 of $5,000 goal met
o End of Year Fundraising Campaigns
 Exceeded goals with coordinated marketing plan across on-air, email and digital
channels




Goal $25k –Actual #25k Colorado Gives Day
Goal $34k – Actual $45k – Cyber Drive/Letter

 Goals FY 18-19
o Diversify moves management strategies for major donors
o Focus on cultivation of major donors
o Improve communication and marketing strategies and targeting; including more frequent email
communications with donors for cultivation purposes
o Continue to leverage Tangerine Dinner as a cultivation strategy
o Focus on growing Organizational Membership program with assistance from Membership
Coordinator and Nonprofit Underwriting Specialist
Special Events
 Goal $50,000 Net Revenue
 $59,375 Net Revenue
o Ten events held
o Highlights
 The Charles $16k net profit
 Making Waves 40th Anniversary $50k net profit
 Museum of Boulder Listening Together Exhibit
o Exceeded our 40th Anniversary Budget projections
o Big thanks and props to the 40th Anniversary Committee Development and Events Committee
and critical support and implementation from Dave Ashton, Sean Makau and Tim Russo
 FY 18-19 will focus on events that yield $5,000 or m ore in revenue, solicit new business sponsorships
and work with the Events Committee to implement new strategies and events that will increase our
ROI including a breakfast event
Underwriting
 Goal $70,000
 Actual $36,852
o Hired and trained a new Nonprofit Underwriting Specialist to focus on growing our nonprofit
underwriting and Organizational Membership growth
 FY 18-19 our team will focus on strengthening our operations and consistent revenue targets each
quarter to reach our $70,000 goal. Focus heavily on marketing the program through e-mail campaigns
and strategic partnerships with local businesses and nonprofit organizations
Grants/ Foundations
 Unrestricted Goal- $61,500
 Actual $33,190
 Restricted Goal - $0
 Restricted Actual – $61,000
o Key successes include restricted grant from Boulder County for Zero Waste Radio Program
$10,000, Knight Foundation for $9,000 Media Gardens Youth Program. Youth Radio Program,
and securing $25,00 to build the Listening Together exhibit at the Museum of Boulder.

 FY 18-19 Secure strategic Multi-Year General Operating Grants; secure strategic project grants. We
will apply feedback and lessons learned and apply that towards improving our grant applications and
continuing to make stronger connections with foundations. Significant resources and time need to be
dedicated to continue to make progress towards goals
Planned Giving
 Consistent marketing throughout year; no events held
 FY 18-19 Increase marketing and targeting of prospective donors; Host events *January, targeting
donors from Anniversary events
Trades/ In kind tracking
 Tracked over $99,542.54 in in-kind goods and services for FY 16-17
o Total NFFS Eligible for CPB $77,801.88
o Total Ineligible for CPB $21,740.66
 FY 18-19 Continue to track all donated goods and services; improve cultivation strategies and moves
management
KGNU Magazine/ Communications and Marketing
 KGNU’s 40th Anniversary Magazine successful
o $9,750 in revenue; helped offset $10,205 in expenses associated with producing and
distributing this.
o Circulation 15,000
o Great showcase of our programs and organization as a whole
 Spearheaded Communications working group
 Implemented successful marketing campaigns for 40th anniversary events, including Museum of
Boulder “Listening Together” exhibit
 FY 18-19
o Implement style guide
o Implement consistent messaging across all communication platforms
o Establish monthly newsletter
o Meet magazine production deadlines and release magazine in May; Build a more robust team
of editorial contributors; Increase magazine revenue by $4,000
Community Calendar & Outreach Strategy
 71 Total Community Calendar partnerships organized in FY 17-18
o Dave organized 32 – primarily in Denver Metro area
o Sarah organized 38 – primarily in Boulder Country area
 FY 18-19
o Diversify partnerships based on strategic growth goals, seek out more partnerships with Latino
Community and cultural brokers
o More partnerships with Fort Collins, Lafayette and Longmont based events and organizations
o Continue to create beneficial relationships and promotional trades to elevate KGNUs presence
across the Front Rang

Summary of Goals for FY 2018-2019:
 Meet or Exceed Financial Targets for FY 18-19 - Budget Goal $877,000
 Cultivation of Major Donors: create seamless major donor to planned giving pipeline
 Marketing: Improved marketing strategies for Underwriting/ Planned Giving/ Organizational
Memberships
 Continue to improve and streamline underwriting program and other development strategies
 Events: continue to increase return on investment on all events producing $5k and above
 Grow membership revenues and organizational memberships through strategic partnerships and
relationships
 Leverage Annual Magazine as external communications tool to attract new members, listeners
 Increase activity in Fort Collins: underwriting, events, and membership
 Work closely with Board, Dev Comm, Events Committee, Budget Committee, Communications
Working Group, Station Manager and Underwriting reps and staff to achieve goals
Reflecting on 2018
After reflecting on the year, overall I feel proud of the work we achieved as a team. We seized the moment
and executed some wonderful events for our 40th Anniversary. These events were successful both from a
fundraising perspective and from a community building perspective. With the momentum that we continued
to build in the area of special events, balancing growth in all revenue areas while being strategic and
operational at the same time was a constant challenge for me. The success of our special events revealed that
there is capacity and opportunity to identify and implement new and diverse events. Looking at our 25 plus
music shows and diverse communities that we serve, I look forward to exploring new financially successful
events that also help us strengthen our connection to lesser-served communities, particularly the Latinx
community and geographic targets like Fort Collins, Longmont and Louisville (basically the L-towns).
Furthermore, I look forward to leveraging the success of our events to deepen our donor relationships
through improved cultivation efforts and connecting them to the planned giving program, the capital
campaign and other opportunities. We made positive connections and cultivated many relationships with
Foundations over the year that we will hope to leverage into sustained support moving forward. Our focus
will be to secure multi- year general operating support. I also look forward to focusing on underwriting and
organizational membership growth. There is tremendous potential to grow these programs and I am excited
to focus on these areas this year. I am particularly pleased with the work that our team accomplished to
secure earned media placements for our 40th Anniversary. That being said, I feel there is room for continued
growth and improvement in the areas of marketing and communications. I look forward to working with the
Communications Working group, other key staff members and volunteers to achieve our goals. To close, I am
grateful for the professional development opportunities that our Station Manager and KGNU gave me this
year. I feel that I have grown both professionally and personally as a result and look forward to applying the
challenges, lessons learned, successes, and experiences to advance KGNU throughout 2018-2019 and into the
future.

Promotions Director – Sean – 2018 Yearly Review
2018 turned out much different than I expected. My goals for 2018 included: Youtube growth and more
interactive type of promotion, Twitter and social media growth, more efficient outreach with a listening
station, increased CU Boulder involvement, and a consistent Boulder DJ event that starts to build KGNU
as a music curator for a younger audience in Boulder. I’d say the one thing that I really nailed it on, is
social media. Because of our 40th anniversary year push I had an extremely air-tight posting regimen that
I stuck to weekly, as well as a tremendous amount of events to be able to push to new people on our
social media platforms. For all of 2018, I am going to breakdown each quarter in different categories for
highlights as this year was a whirlwind of activities, new events, and just on the fly promotion as new
and exciting opportunities came our way for the 40th year, which came; more meetings, more
committees, and less time for planning. I will then layout goals in each of these categories for 2019.
Social Media:
Q1: A new responsibility this quarter was taking on Car donations on social media as well as onair promos. Quarterly, the organization Careasy.org sends me a packet to use for their social media. My
consistent posting three times a month using Careasy.org packets let listeners and followers know year
round that we are always looking for car donations and their impact on KGNU.
This quarter I created a template for social media posts for different 40th year campaigns/posts: 40 years
40 weeks, Radio magazines, Flashback forty, and Collective histories. These also have an on-air
component to them, but I created a way for myself to know when to post where and how. These unique
posts generated lots of interest on social media as well as on-air as they were extremely unique to
KGNU’s history and gave perspective to new and old listeners. KGNU went from 9,180 likes on
Facebook to 9,300 in the first quarter, and will likely be at 9,900 by the end of Q4 with an increase of
8.79% on the year from last year. Twitter and Instagram are a bit stagnant as Indra and I both manage
Instagram and volunteers are erratic with helping with Twitter. They both had 5% growth on the year,
which is awesome though. Also started weekly posts schedule around: AfterFM, Youtube, PSA’s, News,
Volunteer Opps, and Ticket Giveaways. Having consistent posts in general keeps us in peoples timelines
and minds in general.
Q2: This quarter I created a ‘Collective history’ in May: that featured one music show collective
a- day from May 7-26th. Barbara Stern and I executed a Mug promo on social media because of our
large order of 40th anniversary mugs. This quarter I started bringing tickets that I have a surplus of, or
can’t give out on air to, to coffee shops and create good will with them as well as engage in a different
way, which makes people go to that coffee shop to win. These posts generated four to five shares a
post, as well as good will with local retailers. Will be something I do more heavily in 2019 because of its
positive impact.
Q3 & Q4: Found consistent interns for Instagram throughout the year and Twitter clean up
throughout the year. Finding one sole person in the future will be extremely helpful. This will allow for
more time to strategize posts for further engagement.

PSA / F&O / Newsletter:
Two biweekly newsletters each month: Events & Presents has about 1700 subscribers. This
number fluctuates around 60% open rate per quarter as I purge it every 3 months with new people and
making sure it is for those that read it. This Newsletter speaks to Events that KGNU is involved with,
News, and Resistance Radio every other week. It is a useful newsletter as it is one more tool to get the
word out on important events, as well as News that we don’t’ feature in other newsletters with KGNU.
Because I only send it to people who read it, it is also not something that people receive and resent
KGNU for, it is something that adds to their experience we hope.
George and I finished the PSA submission and management tool for Comrad. We play it on-air
twice a week, and get about a submission a week. It is a seamless system that creates fairness for the
PSA’s and not too much work on the back end. If it becomes more popular, we can increase the
frequency of on-air mentions as well as bringing on a volunteer to control.
Print Ads / Promotion Relationships:
Q1: Started conversations with Westword on trade as well as more involvement with events.
This is a long process, but worthwhile. I worked with Youth on Record for a pop up record shop that
engaged with a younger audience, as well as a few other local non-profits in music and youth world. .
Started relationship again with Birdy and Levitt Pavilion in trade and event involvement. Also activated
three new print ads and five radio magazine ads. KGNU DJs have been able to parlay their involvement
with KGNU events to be able to jump on stages across Denver and become fixtures in the community.
Wrote four pieces for the Radio magazine and the Advertising and Communications Group
started this quarter. The Advertising and Communications group is a great mirror for the Event
Committee on what they do, as well as a good way to brainstorm promotions and task execution
because of my part time status as a KGNU staff member.
Q2: Brought on three new print trade ads this quarter. Guayaki donated drinks for three huge
events this year, a great partner and helpful to cut costs at events. Westword did a 40th article on KGNU
this quarter. County and City of Boulder proclamations happened this quarter. Working with AEG
Marketing Manager more this quarter, a great working relationship.
Q3 & Q4: Brought on one new print trade ad. Denverite, Westword, Birdy and Salt becoming
closer partners. Working on Fort Collins Muse Grant with Sarah as we submitted this in September.
Worked on donations for Sep 2, 7th, and 15th . Radio Magazine distribution felt good about as we
got our magazines to a majority of our independent list between me, my intern, Dave, and Sarah. New
volunteer to help with promos and new addition to ‘Advertising & Communications’ group. Ordered
more shirts, got discount of $600 for trading. George and I are working on promo tutorials.
Four articles were written about KGNU for our 40th year. Westword, Boulder Weekly, Daily
Camera, and 303 Magazine. This strengthened our relationship with these businesses, as well as gave us

a great push in May this year. We also were given a proclamation for forty years of KGNU with the City
and County of Boulder. Extremely cool exposure and honor for volunteers.
Events / Outreach / Presents / Events Committee / Denver Action Group:
Because of the 40th year, and the heightened sense of fundraising around this year, we had an
incredible amount of events this year. We had over 65 Presents this year, only 15 were outreached at
this year, because of 40th events taking priority. Outside of presents, roughly 50 events of some size
were conducted and outreached at. As many events as I can will be outlined and briefly touched on
here:
Conducted four fundraiser brunches to support the Quarterly Showcase and made roughly $2000 this
year on fundraisers. These events help DJs have a platform in the community as well as put KGNU as a
music curator in Denver. Hoping in 2019 to get sponsorships for these quarterlies with dispensaries so
these restaurant fundraisers either are not necessary, or extra money for these events.
Mardi Gras happened in the first quarter, as I helped with promotions on all aspects from flier, to on-air,
to social media, etc. Mardi Gras is a great event that brings money and people to KGNU. Future
feedback for Mardi Gras is to think about how to expand this event to younger people and potentially a
larger venue if we find a good way to speak to that audience.
The Juan Gonzalez event happened in the first quarter. This was an impromptu event that ended up
being a great start to the year for our 40th, fundraising and KGNU awareness. A speaker series is
something that I believe needs to be our next Events Committee yearly event as with our Zoom
capabilities, fundraising is completely doable with three locations possible.
I started a Fifth Friday beat showcase for local musicians at Fort Greene in Denver this quarter, which
serves as KGNU music curation idea and potential fundraiser down the road. 2019, I will likely blend the
quarterly and this event.
The Latte Throwdown was a great event, which will hopefully be something we can do yearly going
forward. Amazing for the community, an opportunity for our DJs to perform, and a fundraiser. 50+
people in the room, drinking KGNU coffee, seeing that OZO are super supporters. Also, raised money
for us. Overall, a great event.
Winter and Summer Bike to Work Day happened this year. Both were extremely successful. We are
becoming a fixture for riders, as the most recent one we had our broadcast outside for people to hear.
Look forward to making our food better each bike to work day, as well as the overall experience for
riders.
FocoMX went great! Four volunteers were involved, plus George. We had all four volunteers, DJ and
MC from 5pm – Midnight each night. We got to plug KGNU in front of 100+ people 7 different times
each night, as well as DJ to them all night. Coasters were at the bar, and our banners were sprawled all
over the venue. Super worth it. Our stream needs to be promoted more in the future. Leveraging this
each year expands our reach to the Fort Collins community and opens doors to places like Salt and
Bandwagon, which are periodicals that we started underwriting trades this year.

Alamo Drafthouse event made $1k and a great community and business builder. Hoping this becomes a
yearly event that we can incorporate with collective celebrations. Alamo Drafthouse has become a
great resource for future events.
Young Lions event happened this quarter, tons of work put into this: catering, sponsors(two paid), f&o,
promos(six created and scheduled), presents process, Guayaki drink execution, and much more. This
idea of collective celebrations is something I’d like to push for a yearly event. Promotions-wise I feel very
happy on how many people we got out, as well as the vibes of the night.
Dining on air happened this quarter. With the additions of Patxi’s I believe we almost hit $10k. Lots of
work on promotion side as well as throwing a party with Doug Gertner. This event will be reassessed
this year with the events committee.
Under the Floorboards celebration show was a community success on our music side. KGNU made $300
and $100 for each artist. Great community event all around, as well as we celebrate Little Fyodor who
appreciated the event. A great layout for a more DIY style of music collective celebration. Hoping now
that we have the Reggae and UTF event finished, we can find a way to start utilizing the events
committee to raise significant money through these events.
Arise went better than last year weather wise, volunteer wise, etc. Always tweaks to make, but we are
getting closer each year for a great system for streaming and potentially making it a revenue stream.
Everyone seemed happy be it: Arise, Volunteers, and staff. Conducted over ten artist interviews during
the fest, had outreach in the non-profit section of the fest, as well as networked with so many different
areas of the music industry as we were back stage all festival. I have many changes that will be made for
2019 to maximize our involvement.
So many more events happened this year, hard to name and outline them all.
On-air ideas/projects:
Q1: I created a weekly promo for the ‘40 years and 40 weeks’ project for DJs to play to promote.
I changed the wording for the “IDs” that we were getting from artists, as most are not IDs, as they are
not legal, so “Plugs” is the new name. Twenty two special promos logged and created by me this
quarter, as many collectives do on their own.
Q2: Collective history campaign was strong in May. I got over fifteen collective histories that I
featured each day, being scheduled about nine times each day May 7th-26th. Mug promotion with
Barbara was fun on-air and social media for our Birthday month. Got another ten happy bdays plugs for
the Wavecast. Created promos for our actual bday for May 22nd. May 22nd was awesome on air and in
the station. Created some wishlist promos for on-air, as well as made a ton of Youth training promos.
25 special promos created this quarter by me outside of special events.
Q3: In charge of Car on-air promos now, as well as thank yous after drive. 40+ special promos
created by me outside of drive and special events.

Q4: Eleven special promos for this quarter already made.
DJs and volunteers felt empowered to create and help make promos this year because of the
40 year. I am hoping with these tutorials that George and I am creating for promo creation that with
this years promo momentum, DJs and Volunteers will feel empowered to create promos on their own
and own time. This will free up for planning and strategy on promotion front.
th

In-studios:
Q1: Twenty four in-studios this quarter. We have started live streaming to Facebook for some
with a new video system called ‘Mevo’. We Social media, and create on-air promotions for as many as
we can. Live streaming is something we have wanted to make a priority for 2018, it just took a backseat
to our 40th year in general. These videos get over 30 likes and shares, so it is something we want to
leverage in 2019 to create more engagement social media-wise, as well as community building with local
bands. The more live videos we can create, the more buzz around in-studios is created, which creates
eyes and ears both to KGNU.
Q2: 35 In-studios executed.
Q3: 45 In-studios executed.
Q4: Eight in-studios already planned.
Tickets:
Q1: 38 shows outside of drive ticket giveaways, each one averages around ten tickets per show.
50+ tickets requested by volunteers this quarter in the ticket request book, emails, etc.
Q2: 40+ tickets requested by volunteers in the traditional ways.
Q3: 43 Presents: three outreached at. Eight shows that aren’t presents gave tickets to. 20+
tickets requested by volunteers in traditional ways.
Q4: Four shows that aren’t presents we will be giving tickets away to. Also, all the surplus from
the Fall Fund Drive.
Ticket process has not changed much since 2017 to 2018, my ability to navigate all the requests
and giveaways on-air has become faster and more efficient. Less and less snags in the process, as
because there are so many middle people involved with tickets, 100% effectiveness is not possible.
Fund Drives:
Q1: Over ten promos created for March’s drive + five testimonials, and over ten happy bday
spots. Bluegrass passes for drawings, and got Stanley hotel to give us two packages, as well as a Moab
Music Festival package. Started five dollar Friday for the first time this drive.

Q2: Summer Fund Drive: Worked with Angelica on social media strategy. Four on-air shows for
myself during the drive.
Fall Fund Drive: Started taking on the Gift Card job. Found some help with finding gift cards and meals
for drives, see how it pans out. Felt super good about on-air promotions for this drive, 15+ special
promos, tons of voices, etc.
Q3 & Q4: Cyber Drive will happen. Sarah and I will work on all promotion together.
Feel like I have a great grasp on the flow of Fund Drives, and have made all systems much more
efficient, and allows me to work on social media, and reaching out for better drawings and prizes for the
drive each year. Creating the fund drive promotions template will be utilized this last quarter and am
excited to see if it furthers efficiency and creativity.

2019 Goals
Social Media:
Now that 40th year is over, find consistent posts each week that I can post each week and feel
confident in it’s content. In-studios and DJ’s shows in general will be this most likely at first. So far,
potential content that has taken the place of 40th year posting will be: TuneIn, PSAs, Volunteer
opportunities, and many more I am collaborating with staff members with. This will create an alive social
media look for KGNU that keeps us on their timeline and mind.
Instagram increase of 5% on followers because of a consistent intern addition, as well as daily
story updates on what is happening currently at KGNU, and overall more posting of local topics and
events.
Facebook and Twitter: increase of 10%, as we grew 8.79% in 2018. We hope that our increase in
in-studio live videos will allow for this type of growth, as well as more focus on social media growth now
that our 40th year is over.
PSA / F&O / Newsletter:
Now that our PSA system is implemented. I am starting to social media about our PSA
submission sheet once a week. This will create a place for non-profits to engage and submit more and
more. We hope this forward promoting will create a PSA submission a day by the August of 2019.
Print Ads / Promotion Relationships:
Five new print or digital ad trades each month. This will increase our reach ten fold, especially
in Denver and Fort Collins. Being able to promote events in a potential 40 different digital/print
magazines by the end of 2019 will create an amazing way to be able to make an impact with our
fundraisers.

Events / Outreach / Presents / Events Committee / Denver Action Group:
In 2019, effective outreach is something I am committed to. Every outreach table should have a
listening app and station for people to engage with to find out how they listen to KGNU on a daily basis
and on their phone. I also would like to create a KGNU Venmo, so people that are inspired at the time
to be able to donate to us on the fly, as well as sign the newsletter and not feel like becoming a member
is tough on the spot.
I would like to get back to outreach at Presents. This took a backseat to our 40th events. I would
like to have five Presents being outreached at a month with the right supplies that speak to that show.
Having our outreach closet clean and organized, with a check in and out system implemented, will help
immensely.
A few goals on fundraiser events, is some type of Bi-monthly event for KGNU DJs to curate music
at a community center of sorts. Showing the Boulder community that KGNU is on the fore front of
music will shed light on music curation in Boulder and make us more relevant to a younger audience. I
also would like to have a consistent event where we celebrate different KGNU music collectives and
make them fundraisers for the station.
On-air ideas/projects:
Create video tutorials for DJs that are curious on how to start creating promos. This will
encourage promo creation from DJs themselves, and allow me to plan more on-air promoting. Video
tutorials will be finished by April of 2019/
Each collective creates a NEW ongoing promo by May of 2019. As well as each night of the
week on-air will have new ongoing promos by May of 2019. This will create a fresh sound on air, as well
as encourage engagement from DJs that may not like to be on the production or promotion end. I
would als like to see each night of the week have an ongoing promo to feature the 6-midnight block.
Want to let the day time shows know about the night time shows and vice versa.
In-studios:
Hit a 90% social media rate on in-studios. So far, when there is an instudio, we forward promote
on social media about 60% of the time. I’d like to get to 90% on social media. This happens because of
lack of communication by one of the parties involved a lot of the time.
Start filming and going live on Facebook 60% of in-studios. Once we have a step by step system
for our Mevo camera, it should be as easy as finding a volunteer that likes to do this type of thing, and
giving them the schedule on in-studios.
Uploading ALL of these Facebooks to Youtube going forward. By having a Youtube presence, it
is just another platform to send people to our airwaves. Youtube seems to be the place where people
hear music, watch movies, shows, interviews, etc. It would be great to part of this community if it just a
few clicks to upload a video, away.

Fund Drives / Tickets:
I have created a step by step promotions guide to Fund Drives, which will create a clear timeline
of tasks pre drive, during the drive, and post drive. This will force me into promotions that I may
overlook.
Develop a digital inventory for tickets to streamline ticket thank you gifts during Fund Drives.
This will create less unknowns and less work for other staff and volunteers at KGNU.

Digital Content Manager Annual Report
George Figgs, November 12, 2018

Follow up on FY 2018 Goals:
Goal: Reach decision points to breakout and begin refactoring and implementation of new web
platform / architecture, playlist entry, and desired changes to COMRAD, working with SVP.

-

Comrad v2 is under development (see notes below).

Goal: Redevelopment of KGNU & its integration with COMRAD or other playlist solution, as
part of SVP process.

-

Platforms have been evaluated, further redevelopment dependent what Comrad v2 will
look like. Redev on hold so we’re not repeating efforts.

Goal: Evaluate and improve online donation taking process, considering user experience for
donations completed by home users and users in-house during drive. (SVP contributions on
some aspects)

-

Online donations used almost exclusively during Summer and Fall 2018 drives. SVP
contributed to improvements in online donation caller info entry process.

Goal: Expand use of Studio Screens.

-

Used for Presents / F&O now.

Goal: Increase volunteer contributions to web content for News.KGNU.org.

-

Various news interns have contributed.

2018 Projects Overview
Online Donations:
●
●
●
●

SVP contributions to add autofill for donations forms, implemented during Spring Drive.
Expanded EFT support for online form - now accepts bank transfers for one time or
monthly donations.
Moving away from paper donations, but used for SOLR updates and some gift
redemption. Plan to have online form for SOLR updates in Spring 2018 drive.
Efforts to improve training and clarify expectations and responsibilities of staff and
volunteer roles for phone shift positions during fund drives.

●

Neary 800 transactions (donations & pledges) processed during Oct 2018 drive.

Archives Migration Oct 1, 2018: Our archive host migrated to new servers, while there were
some logistical challenges and issues, the transition was completed with minimal disruption and
no data loss.

Web Platforms
Overall, Web traffic has been steady from last year, with mobile visits trending upward.
News.KGNU.org:
● 1100+ stories published in 2018, 65k sessions as of Oct 31, 2018 for calendar year. On
par with previous years (trending towards ~ 75-80k)
● Typical Month: 5-6k views, Typical Day: 250+ sessions.
● Google Search, Facebook, Twitter and Radio Rethink player continue to drive views.
● Popular stories: Election Coverage, Book Club home, Outsources
● Traffic on pace with last year, with big upticks in June, July, October, higher trend in
second half of year.
● Platforms: 48% desktop, 45% mobile, 7% tablet. Mobile is up this year. (last year: ~59%
desktop , 33% mobile, 9% tablet).
KGNU.org: 154.6k Sessions through Nov 8. Peak during RockyGrass weekend 58% desktop,
36% mobile, 7 tablet. On track for similar numbers as last year (160k).
AfterFM: 85,960 session ytd (Nov 8), on track to to be slightly higher than 2017 traffic (100,00
visits)
56% Desktop, 37% Mobile, 8% Tablet. Most visited: Homepage (~ 9%, most traffic) + show
pages (HTH, Reggae, ~3% each).
Cumulative Annual Sessions across KGNU.org / News / AfterFM:
~ 350k+ Sessions. 29k + per month.

Give.KGNU.org: KGNU’s online donation site has been active for two years. Now accepts
monthly donations by bank account, fully migrating us away from legacy manually processed
web forms. Future goals are add some integration with Memsys, KGNU’s current membership
database.
About 900 transactions were processed by the form during the October 2018 drive.

2018 Stream Listeners
A typical Tuesday:

Daily Peak around Democracy Now!, Mag of 150 concurrent, Tuesday bump for Watts,
Saturdays are hitting our KGNU steam peak of 150 as well.
Cumulative: 6385.9 accesses / day (every time a stream is started), 60 GB of data.
KGNU.org: 4.3k+ accesses /day, 237 visitors. 49 G data. Peak cumulative listeners during AM
News Block and Saturday morning programming.
AfterFM.com: 4k  acc / day. 65 visitors. Qualitatively, access / day seems off, given what the
traffic is.
1.1k previous year. So not sure what’s going on.), 11G data. Peak listeners Saturday AM.
Popular archives are HTH, Reggae, Bluegrass, MSA.
RockyGrass: 8k acc/day, 199 G data. Increased FM/AM coverage. Streams - 830/day, 5000+
accesses. 2.6k unique visitors over the weekend. Big Bump in KGNU.org and AfterFM streams
while we were broadcasting on FM/AM. (11460.5 acc/day on KGNU / AfterFM that weekend, 100 G)
-

Upshot: we get a 2x+ bump in stream listeners during Rocky Grass, above and beyond the Rocky
Grass only stream.

Annual Across all platforms: 123,000 Visitors, 5.9 million accesses, 21.9 TB of streamed data.

It’s unclear why visits appear to be down, as overall data streamed has gone up. Fewer
listeners but they spend more time listening?

Low Quality Streams were discontinue off due to lack of use. Most mobile networks are now
fast enough to stream regular quality without issue. Subjectively, there was virtually no loss in
traffic after low quality streams were turned off.

Tech Platforms
Migration to MailChimp for email newsletters, EOY 2017: Improved platform and better
integration with other platforms, opening up possibilities for list management and email
campaigns. Cleaned up contact list to save on cost.
Studio Screen Displays: Expanded to include F & O and Presents.
Archive Server Migration: In October, our audio archives were migrated by our host to a
new server. In spite of some complications, there was minimal interruption of service with no
program losing archives.

Web Platforms
COMRAD v2: Code for Denver has a team of volunteers working on a updated version of
Comrad, led by Sean Williams, who’s most familiar with Comrad’s current code base.
“We are in the process of rewriting the code base for Comrad to make it more modern and
API-driven, which will make it easier to integrate with a new version of the KGNU public website.
As part of this, we’re also working on a Spanish translation of Comrad and technical
improvements to make it easier to implement at other community radio stations. So far, the team
has completed the authentication and user management systems and much of the music library.
There’s also a start on an improved UX for show/traffic scheduling as well as improving the
Show Builder track search algorithm so that more relevant and popular tracks show up when
searching. Estimated rollout is in late Q1 2019.” - Sean Williams, Oct. 2018.
KGNU.org: Major work on hold pending Comrad update, but we have reached decisions on
platforms and overall steps needed as details about Comrad v2 emerge. As noted in 2019
goals, will need support from staff, board, or knowledgeable volunteers to review and revise
current content on KGNU.org, + additional support for web development from SVP or skilled
volunteer. Consider forming a small working group to oversee process.

Remote Broadcasts
These only include remotes that involved the digital content manager.

RockyGrass: July 27-29 2018. Stream + Broadcast. Planning and production went smoothly.
Programming featured many interviews with performers and contest winners between stage
performances.
Stream Listeners: typically 300+ concurrent on event only stream. KGNU streams were up
during our live broadcasts as well compared to average listenership.
Used Comrex for instead of ISDN for the first time, without issue.
Received > $1000 that period in donations, not including broadcast specific underwriting sales.
Much positive feedback from listeners, tip jar comments, and others.
Arise: Aug 3-5 2018. Stream only, Music and Promotions Directors were on site with volunteer
support coordinating production. Usual technical difficulties on day one and connectivity
issues during the weekend. Low listenership (peak < 20, avg less)
Community Food Share: Nov 10, 2018 @ King Soopers in Louisville.

Other Efforts:
●
●
●
●

Making Waves / Greater Giving Website Development - Web support for Sarah setting
up ticketing / event website for the 40th Anniversary Making Waves Event.
News Dept. Support creating iTunes listing for Morning Magazine, Indycator podcasts.
In-Studio Performances: About 30 setups during KGNU Music programs, not including
Kabaret (~50) or interviews/performances in Red.
Perspectives Radio Camp: Late June, 2018. Worked with CU Staff and Graduate
Clinicians from the Speech Language Pathology program and Temple Grandin School.
Was the KGNU Radio Coach for 8 three hour sessions working with Autism Spectrum
early teens to teach radio production and interview skills. The goal of this camp was to
coach the attendees on social perspectives and interactions.

Goals for FY 2019
●
●

●

●

Launch Comrad v2. (early Q2, depending on its rollout)
Re-development of KGNU.org (Q2-Q3). Due to the accumulated amount ‘technical
debt’, this process/project will need support from staff, board, and volunteers to
review, revise, organize current content on KGNU.org and KGNU’s brand assets.
Consider forming small (2-3 person) content/identity focused working group. Web
development a separate aspect, lead by George with support from SVP or other
volunteers.
Work with membership on online donation workflow, process, and integrations with
other systems (memsys, mailchimp). Supported with up to date training guidelines for
staff, volunteers and shift captains. Q1+
Improve segmentation / structure of mailchimp email lists + share best practices.

●

Review guidelines for online content submission, writing for web, improve training
documents for audio production best practices so there basic and intermediate skill
level resources for producers.

Reflecting on the impacts of 2017 efforts, I feel shifting our email newsletter practices,
improvements around online donation forms, and overall communication via the studio
screens had positive impacts.
The shift to Mailchimp helped with ease of newsletter design and formatting, and also
facilitated our coordination and efficiency producing them. Compiling and coordinating
content coming from multiple contributors is a challenge, and Mailchimp’s design tools have
helped facilitate collaborative workflows.
Refining our online donation process and training has resulted in more accurate and efficient
donation taking and greatly reduced use of paper, with the Fall 2018 Fund drive running quite
smoothly and with minimal technical issues. As we refine the forms and training materials,
this process should improve even more, as we begin to address situations the current forms
don’t address, such as updates to monthly giving amounts.
The use of studio screens has reduced much of the back and forth traffic between drive.

KGNU 2017-2018 Annual Membership Report
Annual fiscal year components and proportions:
On-Air drives: $207K
SOLR: $206K (EFT’s & cards)
Mailings: $34K
Year-end: $45K
CO Gives: $24K
Car donations: $30K
Community Shares: $5K
Corporate matches: $4K
These are estimates based on queries.

Member Acquisition 2018-2019:
Improve on-air membership-specific messaging to remind listeners that membership funds
bring them the programming and services they value.
Drive messaging will continue to focus on new and additional gifts (renewals continue to be
addressed through mailings and email reminders and incentives). To encourage increases in
monthly giving, emphasis will be put on thanking current SOLR members with specific driverelated TY gifts/drawings.
Rather than using demographic-specific messaging, all messaging in membership
communications will be streamlined to include pitch points that current members and
prospects will better respond to through repetition.
In the coming year, Membership with work with Outreach committee to identify
underrepresented demographic/geographic segments of the Front Range and work to increase
station familiarity in those areas.
Membership will use the new and improved Newsletter to communicate the importance and
benefits of membership to broader audiences.
Verity will guide new member acquisition efforts by working with Outreach and Development
committees.
Retention of Current Members:
We will continue to send personalized thank-you letters/emails to new members, as well as call
new folks after drives. Email renewal messages, sent on a monthly basis will help to keep folks
current. More people now choose to give monthly, meaning there is less chance of
membership lapses. Annual thank-you letters and opportunities to receive gifts will go out to
those members to ensure they continue to feel like valued members of the community.

Outgoing calls to renew will continue to be a part of fund drives, with an emphasis on lapsed
members.
Member Cultivation:
To better engage and connect with listener/members online, Verity will work with digital
content team to redesign website to be more user-friendly, include an online “store” and
listener surveys.
Moves Management:
Verity will work with Sarah to determine which of last year’s strategies (listed below) were
effective in increasing engagement/financial contributions and continue with those practices.
Running up-grade and additional giving messages in mailings, on-air and e-blasts contributed to
drive revenues. The number of members who increased their monthly EFT amounts has steadily
increased with each drive.
Continue to send e-mails inviting new members to start monthly giving. Research shows that
the most likely to give are those who donated within 90 days.
Evaluate and improve on messaging and schedule of air spots for car donations, gift
memberships, memorial gifts, renewals and corporate matches, providing reasons to give
regularly and frequently.
**
Prospects : e-blast quarterly, mention features & benefits of membership; receive all e-newletters- Nikki
Newbies- ($60-$120): awareness of higher base amt.; membership card & gift at $60+ -Nikki
Loyal Listeners ( $121-$449 ): receive lapsed reminders: 6 mailing/yr that mention specific increase amts- Nikki
Challengers ($500-$999): lump sum givers are challenge grants for 1 drive/yr- solicitation letter 1/yr, assign a show:
Sarah
Program Supporters ($1000-$1390 mid-level): personal communications: Sarah
Frequency Builders ($1391+) : Sarah

Membership By The Numbers
Car Donations: 96 cars – we received large donations for a few newer vehicles this year.
2017-2018: average car brought us $312.50
2016-2017: average car brought us $181.67
2015- 2016, average car brought us $327.56

CO Gives:
2018 (Goal) $25K
2017 $23K
2016 $26K
2015 $19K
Drive revenues from on-air portion: ($ in thousands)
Fall
2018
2017
2016
2015

$114
$109
$114
$108

Summer
$20
$26
$14
$30

Spring
$72
$96
$79
$92

Donors by season:
Seasons: SPRING = early January – end of summer drive
Fall = end of summer drive – early January

Drive

NEW

RENEW

proportion new

Fall 18
Spring 18*

151
179

694
913

17%
20%

Fall 17
Spring 17*

162
261

981
1157

17%
23%

Fall 16
Spring 16*

166
188

777
930

16%
20%

*numbers pulled from MemSys seasonal campaigns

SOLR = $206K annually:
monthly EFT members and average monthly donation
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014

1,196 Average $13.58
1,195
$12.66
1,146
$12.30
1,026
$12.30
915
$12.14

monthly card users
2018
2017
2016

285
225
~70

Average $10

Year-End Campaign: mailing & Cyber drive
$50K (goal) 2018
$45K in 2017
$34K in 2016

Annual Report of Operations Director Evan Perkins
to the Board of Directors
of the Boulder Community Broadcast Association, Inc.
November 2018
This has been a year of transitions at KGNU. Most notably our Membership Director Nikki
Kayser leaving, but also with the implementations of new technologies and processes. These
present terrific opportunities for growth and expanded capabilities, and I am enthusiastically
looking forward.
As Nikki was preparing to leave, I found myself back in the familiar territory of the Membership
Office, where I got my start at KGNU 25 years ago working with Mouse Bradshaw. The systems
have changed since then, but the welcoming spirit has not. Nikki had done a good job of
organizing the office and documenting her workflow, so it was easy for me to step in to cover
the duties of the director between her leaving and Verity coming on - accepting incoming
memberships, reporting and filing as needed, arranging coverage at the front desk, and so on.
During this period we were preparing for the Fall Fund Drive, and it fell to me to query the
membership database Memsys for our second pre-drive mailing (1000 pieces), to recruit
volunteers to prepare it for the post office, and to learn on-the-fly how to present a bulk mailing
to the USPS. Along with the rest of the staff, we redistributed some of Nikki’s preparation
responsibilities among us, such as arranging food donations, scheduling staff coverage and
duties, and scheduling phone volunteers and recruiting shift captains. While we may have
missed something here or there, overall we did a good job of preparation.
During the drive, I took more participation in the operations of the membership office, as did
Kathy Metzger and Laurie Stevenson. Our new Membership Coordinator Verity Matthews had
just come on the week before, so Kathy, Laurie, and I did most of the work there, tallying the
pledges during from shows, cross-checking and accounting for the various thank-you gifts,
welcoming members as they came in, entering data into Memsys, and checking and adjusting
lump-sum and installment plan payments at Authorize.net and the Bank of Denver. Verity was
watching and learning, and familiarizing herself with Memsys by working with it in data entry,
and working with the banks. She picked it all up very quickly.
I took the lead in training Verity in other aspects of life at KGNU as well. After the drive and in
preparation for this meeting, I’ve been helping her learn how to query Memsys and run reports
for membership data and income from drives, as well as teaching her our phone system,
Google Apps for email and document collaboration, handling the checks and credit card
payments as they come in for this purpose or that, and other specifics as they come up. Again,
she’s very quick to learn, and pleasant to work with. She’s a great addition to KGNU.

We continue to get KGNU into the community with remote broadcasts and livestreams, some of
my favorite events. Along with the regular broadcasts from RockyGrass, the Arise Festival, and
what’s become an annual broadcast of Old Grass Gnu Grass and Terrasonic at the Boulder
Farmers Market, we again worked with Motus Theater to livestream a performance by
Dominique Christina in January in honor of Martin Luther King Jr. Day to our website using the
Mevo camera. This camera is small and easily portable, and is helping us reach further.
(Dominique’s performance is still available for viewing here). We used this setup to livestream
the Colorado Latino Festival in Longmont, and are continuing to learn how to livestream from
the studios as well, for Kabaret and in-studio performances, and news presentations such as
the Radio Book Club from the Boulder Bookstore.
We hosted two talks this year in conjunction with our 40th anniversary. These were unique for
us, in that the speakers, Dr. Daniel Ellsberg in April and Noam Chomsky in November, were
brought in via videoconferencing. I worked closely with Mike Schadle and Unity of Boulder to
project audio and video to their screens, and to allow for back-and-forth conversations with the
speakers for Q & A. With the Chomsky event last week, we used a service called Zoom to allow
audiences in both Boulder and Denver. This opens up great possibilities, as it’s a simple thing
for the speakers - they sit at their computers at home - and we don’t have to arrange flights and
housing. Working out the tech for these events was beneficial for both KGNU and Unity, as they
want to make this service available to other organizations as well. We were each other’s test
cases, and they’ve worked well.
In other operational areas, I oversaw the move of our Public Files online.1 The Public Files are
an FCC requirement, and until recently, they’ve been kept as paper files here at the station.
They are files about our organization, our transmitters and coverage, the issues we cover, and
so on. If anyone wanted to look at the files, they would have to make an appointment, and we
would take them into the conference room and sit with them as they read the files (not once in
my time here has anyone asked to do this). Last year, the FCC ruled that public files should be
made available online, and set up the system to do so. I scanned and uploaded what was
necessary, and continue to post the News Department’s quarterly issues reports, and they are
linked to from the footer of our home page. The direct links are:
KGNU-FM: https://publicfiles.fcc.gov/fm-profile/kgnu-fm
KGNU-AM: https://publicfiles.fcc.gov/am-profile/kgnu
Around the building, I oversaw an upgrade to our main router to a system that’s more robust
and well supported, as well being as open-source and actively developed, and to the building’s
WiFi access, using a mesh system from Ubiquiti. I’ve been performing maintenance on the
studios’ consoles, and assisted our engineer in installing new microphones in the Blue and Red
studios. They didn’t work perfectly, and we tweaked and will continue to tweak to get them
sounding as good as possible. There is a possibility that we will be able to replace them with
even better mics.

I upgraded the audio workstations in the Denver studio, which went fairly smoothly, though not
completely with problems. I believe the users in Denver have a better experience now than they
did before. The console there continues to have problems, mostly related to static discharges
that cause the microphone channels to short out. We repair as we can, but this has been an
ongoing issue since we purchased this board.
As always, I provide general volunteer support and training, providing assistance with audio
editing and interviewing techniques. I hope to help build their confidence, and let them know that
mistakes happen, get back on that horse.
Our income from ISDN studio rentals is on track to bring in $12K-$14K. As with our remote
broadcasts, we are using the Comrex internet-based system for these interviews more and
more. As other stations and networks transition to IP systems, we will eventually be able to drop
the ~$85 per month ISDN service, although it may be a few years for that to happen. I’m also
deeply grateful to Sarah for teaching me how to use QuickBooks Online for invoicing and
tracking payments, replacing my clunky spreadsheets and Word documents, and saving me
many hours of work.
Looking forward, my goal for early next year is to learn better methods of organization and task
management. One of my biggest concerns is that my “bigger picture” projects are sidelined by
the day-to-day, immediate needs.
I’ve also been thinking about and getting ideas from others about documentation, creating clear
and concise instructions for various procedures at KGNU, such as setting up and using the
Mevo camera, or phone system troubleshooting tips. I’ve already created some, which people
have told me are useful, and I will continue to do so.
I will continue to make energy efficiency improvements where I can, working with PACE and
Xcel Energy, and will work towards meeting Boulder’s Zero Waste requirements in the building.
I am excited about new possibilities, about new capabilities afforded to us both from
technological advances and from new ideas and fresh eyes. I so enjoy working as a team with
the staff and volunteers.
Respectfully submitted,
Evan Perkins

Appendix B:
Standing Committee
Reports

KGNU Nominating Committee Annual Report
November 12, 2018
Nominating Committee Purpose Statement
The Nominating Committee is responsible for recruitment and recommendation
of new Board Members, for making recommendations on continuing Board
Members, and for presenting a slate of officers at the Annual Meeting. The Board
may call on the Nominating Committee to help with Board development and
effectiveness. (KGNU Bylaws, Section 7.10.2.1)
Members
Volunteers:
Staff:
Board:
Chairs:

Marge Taniwaki, Dennis Glowniak
Evan Perkins, Tim Russo
Liz Lane
Joy Barrett & Nile Southern

Meeting Schedule
Third Monday of each month at 6 p.m. at the Boulder Station

Key Accomplishments of 2018
•
Facilitated the application, nomination, and election of two new board members:
Carl Armon and Sanford Baran
•
Improved digitized Board app and materials for easier submission
•
Completed review and thorough update of new Board member Welcome packet
•
Prepared Board presentation on NOMCOM operations and strategies
•
Undertook committee attendance to expand scope of potential Board members
•
Recommended 2019 slate of candidates for KGNU Executive Committee

Key Goals for 2019
•
Vet and seat two new Board members;
•
Continue process of reviewing, revising, updating NOMCOM
•
standard operating procedures.
•
Continue outreach to meet ups and other new communities to identify
prospective board members
•
Add new members to the committee who can bring new ideas, perspectives, and
connections to communities who can enhance KGNU’s work and broaden our
diversity.
•
Assist the board as requested, with board member development and other
needs.
•
Working with Roland Evans of SVP to strengthen the operation of NomCom.

KGNU Budget Committee: 2018 Annual Report
The KGNU Budget Committee met five times during the 2018 fiscal year: January 30,
April 23, May 23, June 14, and July 25.
Current members:
Mike Massa, Accountant
Willow Divine, Bookkeeper/Consultant
Tim Russo, Station Manager
Sarah Shirazi, Community Development Director
Barbara Stern, KGNU Board Member
Karen Gruber, Longstanding volunteer
Guy Erricson, Longstanding volunteer
Jeannie Brisson, KGNU Treasurer and Budget Committee Chair
We started the fiscal year on a positive note, having met the income goals to cover
the operational budget from Fiscal Year 2017. Our work centered around reviewing
the first- and second-quarter numbers, then monthly along with strategizing on how
to meet the proposed operational budget. We have refined line items on the monthly
profit and loss statements (P&Ls) to better track ways to address shortfalls in a
timely manner and optimize income-generating strategies. We generated a FY19
budget in May, June, and July that was passed unanimously in September.
We completed FY18 well in the black with strong returns for all the special events
for KGNU’s 40th Anniversary celebrations.
Even though we finished strong this year, we increased the FY19 operational budget
by only a modest amount, considering the additional income KGNU will need to
generate for the capital campaign.
I am resigning from the Board and as Budget Committee Chair at the end of this
meeting. It has been an honor to serve KGNU.
Jeannie Brisson
Treasurer, Budget Committee Chair

Program Committee Annual Report 2018
Chair: Rebekah Hartman (Board Member)
This report includes Program Committee meetings from November 2017October 2018. The committee meets the 4th Tuesday of the month at
the Boulder station 6pm-7:30pm. Denver people are welcome to call in
from the station in Denver and participate in the conversation. This
committee is open to the public.
Current members: Rebekah Hartman, Dave Ashton (Denver Program
Manager), Maeve Conran (News Director), Indra Raj (Music Director), Guy
Errickson, Michael Buck, Matthew Martinez, Leslie Lomas, Jim Jobson (DJ
Buddha Bomb).
We reviewed CPR and asked for listener feedback in regards to the
content, many listeners agreeing that we should continue to air the
programming. Tavis Smiley was taken off the air in December; KGNU
replaced this program with “Rising Up with Sonali” (a Pacifica program).
KGNU ran an awesome “Flashback 40” series commemorating 40 years of
independent news and music programming along the Front Range. Each
week the music department focused on a year starting with 1978. News
programming also aired archived shows from our past. Super engaging and
great community building.
The committee reviewed our plugola and payola policies involving on air
hosts’ self-promotions. A healthy reminder that when we are on air we
are demonstrating what is in KGNU’s best interest. Indra, Maeve and Dave
have been assisting our station manager Tim Russo with KGNU’s On-Air
program agreement and volunteer handbook, which should be released
soon.
The Economic Update has moved to a 30-minute time slot. This show airs
Thursday from 4:30-5pm. KGNU added Peace Talk Radio from 4-4:30 pm
on Thursdays.

After nearly 40 years on air David Gloss moved on (Thank you for your
dedication to our station). He created the show SwingShift. This show will
continue with the help of some amazing Jazz DJs on Thursday evenings.
The committee reviewed 7 different music programs by 7 different DJsIndra reported back to each DJ with feedback from the committee. We
also reviewed 6 different news programs from 6 different on air hosts,
each receiving feedback directly from Maeve. This process has been a
fantastic way for the committee to see where we can grow.
Moving forward the committee will continue to review music and news
programming. Taking an even closer look into DJ’s that have been with
the station for many years with the intention to guide and support.
Programming support is also being strengthened under the leadership of
our music director and news director. Also looking into the possibilities
of creating an on-air 102 course to be offered to all volunteers and staff.
In this new age of digital programming KGNU has grown so much...and we
continue to focus our attention towards being even better. The
committee will look into Podcasting under the leadership of Maeve, our
News Director. We are always looking for more volunteers to help with
news shifts as well as music shifts. We are Ready for YOU to step in
helping us be the best community radio station in the World.

Appendix C:
Ad Hoc Committee
Reports

KGNU Strategic Planning Committee Annual Report
November 12, 2018
Strategic Planning Committee Purpose Statement
The Strategic Planning Committee is responsible for developing and tracking progress of
KGNU’s Strategic Plan which is a living document that articulates KGNUs strategic vision
and statement of direction. The Strategic Plan is a means of communicating to all
constituencies within the BCBA organization the answer to the question, “Where do we
want BCBA to be over the next five years?”
Members
Volunteers: Marge Taniwaki
Staff: Tim Russo
Board: Roz Brown and Liz Lane
Chair: Sanford Baran
Meeting Schedule
Third Tuesday of each month at 5 p.m. at the Boulder Station
Key Accomplishments of 2018
• Started with the 11 major strategic goals from the ‘2014 – 2018 Strategic Plan’,
added in new goals associated with the proposed Multicultural Community Media
Center and distilled them all into 6 clearly articulated top-level goals.
• Diagrammed the interdependencies of these 6 top-level goals providing guidance as
to the logical order with which these goals should be tackled.
• For each top-level goal, provided sub-goals providing more tangible detail as to what
each top-level goal means.
• Identified preliminary Owners for each top-level goal.
• Created ‘Smart Goals’ establishing measurable criteria to determine how much real
progress is being made against top-level goals.
• Compiled the above work into a concise easy to read 4-page ‘5 Year Strategic Plan’
that clearly outlines BCBA’s strategic direction for the 2019 – 2024 timeframe.
• Presented this to the Board at the October 2018 meeting and it was unanimously
adopted.
Key Goals for 2019
•
Develop organizational processes that clearly define how BCBA can succeed in
making real ongoing progress against the 2019 – 2024 Strategic Plan.
•
Finalize the selection of strategic goal Owners and build good channels of
communication between these Owners and the Strategy Planning Committee.
•
Establish with the goal Owners what they think they can accomplish in 2019 based
upon their bandwidth and resources.
•
Design data collection methodologies to acquire the data needed to track what the
various goal Owners have committed to achieving in 2019.
•
Do the data collection and analysis needed to accurately track progress across all
strategy implementation efforts.
•
Regularly review and refine Goals and Goal implementation efforts with the Owners
to optimize progress and remove obstacles to progress.

Events Committee Report for KGNU Annual Meeting 2018
KGNU’s 40th Anniversary year was the most ambitious ever, and between KGNU’s
hardworking staff, board, committees and volunteers, the station produced more
events than in any year since its inception. Big, big deal!! Here’s what happened:
January 16 – Pete Souza event with Boulder Bookstore, organized by Maeve Conran
January 19 – Arugula winter dinner at Tangerine in Boulder
February 3 - Annual Mardi Gras Dance Party with Jesse Lege and Ed Poulard, with
the Colorado Zydeco Band at the Avalon Ballroom in Boulder. This is a yearly
collaboration with the Colorado Friends of Cajun and Zydeco – CFCZ. CFCZ board
member and KGNU dj, Dan Willging, runs this event with the events committee.
Kathy Metzger is the volunteer coordinator. New this year, we sold Kingfish Tables
for 8 ($250) or 10 ($300) people – prime location, reserved seats, pay a $50
premium above ticketd price. We sold two of these tables!
March 21 – Boulder Young Professionals Happy Hour at Peloton West in Boulder.
Sarah Shirazi organized this, Anderson Muth DJ’d.
April 5 – Ozo Coffee Throwdown at Ozo Coffee in Longmont – Sean Makau and
Kathy Metzger organized this event. Buddha Bomb DJ’d.
April 14 – Democracy Now host Juan Gonzalez, spoke at First Congregational
Church in Boulder.
April 28 - Daniel Ellsberg event commemorating the 40th Anniversary of the
publishing of The Pentagon Papers – Elena initiated this event, as she has a longtime relationship with Daniel Ellsberg.
May 19 – Dining on Air, with Sound Lab live on the air – Dave Ashton resurrected
this event and powered it through to success. About a dozen dinners along the Front
Range and a community event at the Denver studio raised money for KGNU.
June 3 – Annual Plant Sale – Kathleen Martindale is the trail boss for this event, and
Kathy Metzger is the volunteer coordinator.
June 29 – 40th Anniversary Epic Young Lions Reggae Revival Concert Celebrating
Four Decades of Reggae Bloodlines, with Protoje & the Indiggnation and Kabaka
Pyramid at Cervantes Masterpiece Ballroom in Denver. Dave Ashton ran this event.
June 30 – Pirate Radio film screening at Alamo Drafthouse at Sloan’s Lake, Denver.
DJs Erin Stereo, Joel Davis (TerraSonic) and Deeprawk Dave spun sounds at the
Drafthouse Bar, BarFly, afterward.
July 22 – 30th Annual Charles Sawtelle Mountain Jam with Hot Rize, Bonnie and the
Clydes, and The Lyons Bluegrass Collective at the Gold Hill Inn. This year’s event
was a wonderful collaboration with Hot Rize which, along with KGNU, was
celebrating their 40th anniversary. Sold out months ahead of time! When Nick
Forster got in a bike battle with a raccoon on the Boulder bike path and broke his
clavicle, Red Knuckles and the Trailblazers pulled out of the event (in some sort of
symbolic protest…) and Bonnie and the Clydes filled in with two days notice. It was
the best ever Mountain Jam, and Charles’s spirit was everywhere.
August 9 - Opening Reception for the KGNU exhibit, Listening Together, at the
Museum of Boulder. The show hung through September 18.

September 2 and 7 – Denver Record and CD Sale – Dave Ashton bulldogs this event
through the year, gathering thousands of CDs and vinyl records from all up and
down the Front Range. The event grossed over $9,000 this year – a record! (No pun
intended!)
September 7 – Denver Station Celebration of 14 years on 1390 and Volunteer
Appreciation at the Denver studios at 700 Kalamath. Wild Love Tigress performed,
there was food and beverages for everyone, and there was a great feeling of
solidarity around our Denver self.
September 15 – Making Waves: KGNU’s 40th Anniversary Celebration with Amy
Goodman and Jim Hightower at the Millennium Harvest House. Our anniversary
“gala,” with volunteer appreciation ceremony and awards, dinner, silent auction,
keynote speakers and after party.
November 9 – Noam Chomsky Skype events at Unity Church in Boulder and the
Alliance Events Center in Denver.
December 7 – Annual Holiday Party: An upgrade this year, moving it from the
Boulder station to the Highland City Club, who donated the venue, dinner for 100
and a couple of cases of wine.
The total amount of fundraising done with these events for 2018 was $59,375 after
expenses.
Looking forward to 2019, we are planning to keep our best-known fundraisers:
Mardi Gras, the CD and Record Sale, the Plant Sale and The Charles, on the calendar.
We’ll most probably continue with Dining on Air, as it is such an inclusive
community event and it had a larger-than-usual participation level this year. We
look forward to planning more events that are geared toward different segments of
our community – different musical genres, different cultural heritages, different
demographics, etc. We have a very small committee and, while we have had newer
members “drop in” in the last couple of years, most of them have dropped off the
committee after a short time. We continue to solicit new members, as the steadfast,
long-timers are somewhat exhausted! But we’re looking forward to continuing to
raise funds for KGNU by producing events that speak to our community.

Dev Comm Annual Report 2018
Dev Comm has had a very active year. In 2018, Ron Nadel resigned from Dev Comm and Barbara Stern
took over as Chair. We added Spencer Downing to the committee which now has, the following
members; Liz Lane, Rise Keller, Barbara Stern, and Yukari Miyame. Sarah Shirazi directs us to what
specific needs the Development Department has. Our new Membership Coordinator, Verity Mathews
will also be on Dev Comm, which will create more continuity and coordination between membership
and development.
Highlights of our work includes:













Dev Comm assisted with putting together the Annual Report, thanks so much to Rise and Liz.
Dev Comm made thank you calls to new and renewing members after the pledge drives.
We supported the Development Director with many of the 40th Anniversary events and
activities.
We assisted in making Dining on Air a success.
We gathered items for the Making Waves Silent Auction, which produced nearly $6000.00 of
income.
We wrote and produced promos for various events and KGNU sponsored activities.
We helped write and edit fundraising letters. We brain stormed ideas for different granting
organizations.
We assisted in producing the 40th Anniversary Magazine.
Dev Comm assisted the Development Director in researching different granting sources such as
National Media Funders.
Our goals for the coming year include: to continue supporting the Development team in
researching funding sources and in any other ways we can be useful, put together the Annual
Report, develop a list of potential underwriters to reach our financial goal, pursue Business
memberships, and continue to add members to our Planned Giving project.
Dev Comm meets the 3rd Monday of each month at the Boulder studios.

Year-end 40th Anniversary Committee Report
11-12-18
Throughout 2018, KGNU celebrated its 40th anniversary with a variety of special events.
Our committee’s charge: The KGNU 40th Anniversary Committee is charged with
identifying, planning, and promoting multiple events during 2018 to recognize KGNU’s
40 years of community radio. The Committee will work with community businesses,
institutions, and organizations to celebrate KGNU’s history of bringing independent
news, eclectic music, and public affairs programming to the communities of Boulder,
Denver, Fort Collins, and streaming globally.

Special Events:
12/31/18 – 1/1/18: Live New Year’s Eve Remote Broadcast, Denver
1/19: Tangerine Major Donor Dinner Event, Boulder
2/3: KGNU Annual Mardi Gras Event, Boulder
4/14: Juan Gonzales Event, Boulder
4/28: Daniel Ellsberg Skype Event, Boulder
5/19: Dining on Air, individual homes
6/3: KGNU Plant Sale, Boulder
6/28 – Epic Young Lions Reggae Revival Concert, Denver
6/30: Movie Night, Alamo Draft House, Denver
7/22: The Charles, Gold Hill
7/31: Media Gardens Listening Station, RedLine Contemporary Art Center, Denver
8/4 - 9/17: Museum Exhibit of KGNU’s 40 Years, Museum of Boulder
9/2: CD & Record Sale, Denver
9/15: Making Waves, with Amy Goodman & Jim Hightower, Boulder
11/9: Noam Chomsky, SKYPE event, Unity Church, Boulder & Alliance Center, Denver
On-air 40th Anniversary 2018 FLASHBACK 40 Audio Collective
January: Civil Rights
February: Health, Wellness and Spirituality
March: Women
April : Rocky Flats and Live Re-broadcast of 1978 Encirclement

May: Oral History of KGNU
June: LGTBQ Issues
July: Best of Hemispheres
August: Science and the Environment
September: Fires, Floods, and Emergency Response
October: Election coverage and GRENDADA INVASION Flashback
November: Youth Radio
December: International Coverage and RIP for our departed colleagues
Public Affairs Audio Production Collective (Liz Lane, Dave McIntyre, Joel Edelstein,
Ginger Perry, Fiona Foster, Carl Armon, Hemispheres and How On Earth collectives)
also gathered Happy Birthday KGNU recordings from scores of KGNU and Boulder
luminaries.
Major Media Placements – stories about KGNU’s 40th Anniversary
• Boulder Daily Camera
• Westword
• Boulder Weekly
• CU Alumni Magazine
• Boulder Magazine
• Proclamations recognizing KGNU’s community importance: City of Boulder & Boulder
County
Fundraising Totals: At the beginning of the year, the committee’s goal was to raise
$50,000 in revenues. We netted approximately $60 after expenses.

KGNU Capital Expansion Committee Annual Report
November 12, 2018
Ad- Hoc Capital Expansion Committee Purpose Statement
The purpose of the Capital Expansion Committee is to strategically structure, support and sustain KGNU’s 4+ year effort to raise the
necessary capital funds to implement KGNU’s vision to expand its
primary physical space in Boulder,CO to establish an environmentally sustainable
multi-cultural community media center and regional media makers space serving
the Front Range.
Members
Volunteers: Jim Murphy, [ SVP: Tim Rohrer, Michael Donovan, Shawna
Peterson]
Staff: Tim Russo
Board: Liz Lane
Chair: T/B/D
Meeting Schedule
First Monday of each month at 5 p.m. at the Boulder Station
Key Accomplishments of 2018
• In RFP process with responders to RFP for a Capital
Expansion Co-ordinator to lead KGNU’s capital expansion
efforts.
•

KGNU completed a year of participation with 3 other
Community, Culture, and Safety grantees (the “CCS
Collective”) to pursue the exploration and feasibility of
collaborative capital fund raising for CCS Collective.

•

Hired RMD, Denver, to complete Q 4 2018 CCS
collective feasibility study to be completed 12/18.

Key Goals for 2019
•

Hire a Campaign Coordinator

